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CLIENT CASE STUDY | RECENTLY DIVORCED

Building a Life on My Own

After 25 years of marriage, Mark and Martha divorced. Their two children were grown, 
one recently married and the other in his second year of college. Throughout their 
marriage, Martha and Mark relied on Mark’s income from his CPA accounting 
business. Mark also handled the family’s finances.

Martha never expected to be on her own, particularly after having been married for 
so many years; she reported feeling drained by the decision to divorce. When she 
received a sizeable settlement that included the family home, Martha knew she 
would need a financial advisor’s expertise to help manage her assets. 

With a mortgage, one child still in college and no employment prospects, Martha 
realized that her divorce settlement represented her sole source of income and 
support. Wishing to maintain her current lifestyle, she was determined to have a 
clear understanding about investments and her finances. She also wanted a long 
term relationship with a financial advisor.

Martha was scared. She felt alone, had no investment experience and faced college 
tuition and mortgage debt. She also knew she needed to make her lump sum 
settlement last for the rest of her life.

Our financial planning process revealed that Martha’s expenses were greater than 
her new income could support. Without readjustments, it seemed improbable that 
she would be able to maintain her current lifestyle and have assets sufficient for the 
many years she had ahead.
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In developing a financial plan, we discovered that Martha’s expenses regularly 
exceeded the monthly income she received through the divorce agreement. Martha 
wished to use part of the settlement money to pay off her mortgage because she 
wished to be debt-free and wanted to feel secure that her house was her own. We 
designed a new monthly budget for Martha that introduced strategies to fulfill her 
wishes while reflecting her available resources. We explored with her the possibility 
of paying off the mortgage, ultimately recommending that, from both cash flow
and tax perspectives, it was better to maintain the mortgage for the time being. 
With her, we monitored the budget throughout the first year of our relationship; 
when she felt ready, Martha assumed management of the budget herself.

Martha has successfully adjusted to her new life. Her son graduated from college 
and she is proud that she was able to afford his tuition and expenses on her own. 
We continue to meet with Martha at least twice a year to review her expenses and
analyze the ongoing growth of her portfolio, 
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To learn more about how we strive to exceed your expectations by going beyond 
advice, we invite you to contact us.

825 Victors Way | Suite 150 | Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.389.7794   |   734.389.7813 fax   |   www.arbortrust.com   |   info@arbortrust.com

The Arbor Trust team met with Martha and her divorce attorney. We explained how 
we work with people in similar situations and listened to Martha talk about her
goals, fears, family and expectations. She felt as though she had a big responsibility, 
both to herself and her children, to be financially secure and she was overwhelmed 
at the thought of facing that responsibility by herself. After the meeting, Martha 
decided to move forward with Arbor Trust. In a second meeting, we reviewed with
Martha the terms of her final divorce agreement, discussed her goals in further
detail and begin to gather additional information to prepare a financial plan.
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This case study is provided for illustrative purposes only to provide an example of the Firm’s process and methodology. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The results portrayed in this case study are not representative  
of all of the Firm’s clients or the clients’ experiences. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and actual results may vary materially than those portrayed herein. Therefore, it should not be assumed that the future 
results of any specific investment or investment strategy will be profitable or equal the results portrayed herein. An individual’s experience may vary based on his or her individual circumstances and there can be no assurance that the 
Firm will be able to achieve similar results in comparable situations. No portion of this case study is to be interpreted as a testimonial or endorsement of the Firm’s investment advisory services and it is not known whether the Firm’s 
clients whose amalgamations the testimonials are based upon approve of the Firm or its services. The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment advice. Please contact us for additional information 
with respect to the strategies and/or investments described herein. 


